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SPEECH BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO "UN WE BELIEVE" BRIEFING

CONFERENCE. NEW YORK. 29 MARCH 1974 _

Mr. Enloe, ladies and gentlemen.

I am very glad to welcome you to United Nations Headquarters.

We have many distinguished visitors to the United Nations, but

none are more welcome than the leaders of public information, and

I and my colleagues will do all in our power to make your visit

enjoyable and useful.

There is, in reality, no such thing as "the U.N." The

United Nations is many things, and covers virtually every aspect

of human activity, but this unique global organization still tends

to be thought of as a monolith - a sprawling bureaucracy based in

New York City.

What you see here is only a part - admittedly a very important

part - of an experiment in internationalism that covers issues of

war and peacej the unceasing struggle against poverty^ illiteracy,
«uvJ

hunger, and disease; the challenge of preserving /the human

environment; the task of building up new nations to economic

strength; the protection of deprived children; the worldwide

elimination of the evils of the narcotics trade. These are not

all of the activities of the world organization, but they may

serve to remind us that the work of the United Nations is

everywhere and is all-embracing.

The question is often asked, particularly in the most

developed countries, whether the United Nations has any relevance
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to the life of the ordinary individual citizen. In short: "What

do I get out of the United Nations?" This is a fair question,

and one to which I should like to respond.

First and foremost, the task of the United Nations is "to

save succeeding generations from the scourge of war". Of course,

the United Nations is not the only machinery for the prevention

of war, and there have been several occasions when it has been

powerless to intervene. But, as the Middle East war - the most

serious crisis the organization has faced in the past decade -

clearly demonstrated, it provides a unique machinery for decisive

action when Governments decide to use it.

I want to emphasise that point. There is no such thing as

"the U.N," which can act of its own volition. I, as Secretary-

General, have no powers beyond those entrusted to me. The

Security Council, in particular, reflects the realities of world

politics, and consists of the representatives of powerful

sovereign independent states. To blame "tfoe U.N." for not doing

something in a major crisis is as inaccurate as praising

"the U.N." when governments agree to use its machinery. Everything

depends upon the willingness of governments to work through the

world organization. When they do, there are no limits to what

can be achieved; when they act unilaterally, and ignore the

United Nations, the result is often less satisfactory. My

predecessors, Dag Hammarskjold and U Thant, worked extremely hard

to create a peaceful settlement in South-East Asia before the

Vietnam conflict entered its most tragic and terrible stage. The

United Nations Secretariat has endeavoured again and again to
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establish a long-term peaceful settlement in the Middle East.

On both occasions, after much tragedy and expenditure of lives

and money, events are now moving in the direction which the

Secretariat has been urging for years.

The United Nations' key role is in preventive diplomacy.

When it succeeds - as it often does - the fact is not evident.

Wars and tensions which do not occur are not news. When,

despite all efforts, conflicts do occur, that fact is only too

evident. So, our alleged "failures" are publicised, while

our real successes are ignored. But the individual citizen,

who has a real and profound personal interest in bringing up

his family in a peaceful world, has an immense personal stake

in the success of the United Nations as a peacemaking as well

as a peacekeeping organization.

Then, I would say to the individual citizen; "You and I

live in a completely interdependent world". This is not a

phrase, it is a hard fact. No nation, however large or powerful,

can exist separately. A major trade recession; a shortage of

raw materials; instability in the international monetary

situation - any of these can have an almost immediate impact on

individuals who live many thousands of miles away. The Middle

East crisis, to take but one example, sent shock-waves throughout

the world. The increased price of oil is going to have major

effects - in the case of some of the poorest nations, calamitous

effects - on national economies and national planning.

So the individual, although he may not be fully aware of
*

the fact, has a very real personal interest in the establishment
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and preservation of a world order based on stability, economic

progress, and human happiness.

There is, in addition, a moral obligation. We are all

citizens of this planet, and what happens to our fellow-citizens

must be the concern of us all. I think in particular of the

two-thirds of our fellow-citizens who live in poverty and without

hope. I think also of the peoples of the drought-stricken

Sudano-Sahelian region of West Africa, which I have just visited.

Through no fault of their own, these people have a tragic

existence and a precarious future. Many nations - notably the

United States - give generously, either in the form of bilateral

or multilateral aid channelled through the United Nations. But,

compared with the scale of the problem, it is not enough. The

total budget of UNICEF, for example, is less - much less - than

one hundred million dollars a year. This seems a lot of money,

until one recalls that UNICEF helps some eight hundred million

children.

One of the most heartening and rewarding aspects of working

at the United Nations is that this sense of moral obligation

among individuals is so widespread. In the billion-dollar

United Nations relief programme for Bangladesh - which literally

saved that new nation from widespread disaster - most of the

funds came from governments. But over $10O million came from

voluntary organizations, financed in large part by the contributions

from poor people. There is, in our experience, an enormous

reservoir of goodwill and eagerness to help the United Nations all
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over the world, and I often feel that this is not appreciated

by the leaders of the mass media, particularly in the United

States.

For, I am told often about American "disillusionment" in,

and "indifference" to, the United Nations, and yet I also see

the enormously successful and ever-expanding Model United Nations

programmes; I also see the great volume of requests for speakers

from the Secretariat and Delegations for colleges, schools, and

citizens' associations. I also see in this country much real

understanding of our problems, our frustrations, our achievements

and our endeavours.

"The U.N." is, as I have said, many things. It engages in

many activities which appear to have little-relevance to the

individual citizen, and yet, when one looks harder at them, one

realises that this is not so. This year, for example, we have

three major United Nations Conferences - on the Law of the Sea,

on Population, and on Food. A Special Session of the General

Assembly will open on April 9, to discuss the world-wide problems

of raw materials and natural resources* These are all very great

and complex problems, and are closely inter-related. We do not

delude ourselves that we shall resolve them swiftly. But what

happens in these conferences could have a very substantial long-

term effect on the individual citizen, and could, in one way or

another, affect his life considerably.

Ladies and gentlemen. The world has changed much since 1945.

The United Nations, reflecting the vast revolutions through which

-71
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we have passed, has also changed greatly. But our fundamental

purposes remain - to prevent war; to provide international order

instead of international anarchy? and to work for real and

lasting human progress. These are great ambitions, and their

achievement will be a long and arduous business. But we know,

only too well, what are the alternatives. "The U.N.", in any

of its forms and activities, can only advance if it has not only

the understanding and sympathy, but also the active commitment,

of the individual citizen. Because, in the final analysis, it is

his world we are working for.

I thank you very much for taking the time and trouble to

come here, and I hope that you find your visit a rewarding one.
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& DRAFT STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO UN WE BELIEVE

BRIEFING CONFERENCE, NEW YORK, 29 March 1974

Mr, Enloe, ladies and gentlemen.

I am very glad to welcome you to United Nations Headquarters.

We have many distinguished visitors to the United Nations, but

none more welcome than the leaders of public information, and

I and my "colleagues will do all in our power to make your visit

enjoyable and useful.

There is, in reality, no such thing as "the U.N." The

United Nations is many things, and covers virtually every

aspect of human activity, but this unique global organisation

still tends to be thought of as a monolith - a sprawling

bureaucracy based in New York City.

What you see here is only a part - admittedly a very

important part - of an experiment in internationalism that covers

issues of war and peace, the unceasing struggle against poverty,

illiteracy, hunger, and disease; the challenge of preserving

the human environment; .the task of building up new nations

to economic strength; the protection of deprived children;

the worldwide elimination of the evils of the narcotics trade.

These are not all of the activities of the world organization,

but they may serve to sxemind us that the work of the United

Nations is everywhere.
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The question is often asked, particularly in the most

developed countries, whether the United Nations has any

relevance to the life of the ordinary individual citizen.

In short: "What do I get out of the United Nations?" This

is a fair question, and one to which I should like to respond.

First and foremost, the task of the United Nations is "to

save succeeding generations from the scourge of war",. Of

course, the United Nations is not the only machinery for the

prevention of war, and there have been several occasions when

it has been powerless to intervene. But, as the Middle East

war - the most serious crisis the organization has faced in

the past decade - clearly demonstrated, it provides a unique

machinery for decisive action when Governments decide to use it.

I want to emphasise that point. There is no such thing as

"the U.N." which can act of its own volition. I, as Secretary-

General, have no powers beyond those entrusted to me. The

Security Council, in particular, reflects the realities of world

politics, and consists of the representatives of powerful

sovereign independent states. To blame "the U.N." for not

doing something in a major crisis is as inaccurate as praising

"the U.N." when governments agree to use its machinery.

Everything depends upon the willingness of governments to work

through the world organization. When they do, there are no

limits to what can be achieved; when they act unilaterally,

and ignore the United Nations, the result is often less satis-

factory. My predecessors, Dag Hammarskjold and U Thant,
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worked extremely hard to create a peaceful settlement in South-

East Asia before the Vietnam conflict entered its most tragic

and"terrible stage. The United Nations Secretariat has

endeavoured again and again to establish a long-term peaceful

settlement in the Middle East, On both occasions, after much

tragedy and expenditure of lives and money, events are now

moving in the direction which the Secretariat has been urging

for years.

The United Nations' key role is in preventive diplomacy.

When it succeeds - as it often does - the fact is not evident.

Wars and tensions which do not occur are not news. When,

despite all efforts, conflicts do occur, that fact is only too

evident. So, our alleged "failures" are publicised, while

our real successes are ignored. But the individual citizen,

who has a real and profound personal interest in bringing up

his family in a peaceful world, has an immense personal stake

in the successful of the United Nations as a peacemaking as

well as a peacekeeping organization.

Then, I would say to the individual citizen: "You and I

live in a completely interdependent world"e This is not a

phrase, it is a hard fact. No nation, however large or

powerful, can exist separately, A major trade recession; a

shortage of raw materials; instability in the international

monetary situation - any of these can have an almost immediate

impact on individuals who live many thousands of miles away.
.̂

The Middle East crisis, to take but one example, sent shock-waves
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throughout the world. . The increased price of oil is going to

have major effects - in the case of some of the poorest nations,

calamitous effects - on national economics and national planning.

So the individual, although he may not be fully aware of

the fact, has a very real personal interest in the establishment

and preservation of a world order based on stability, economic

progress, and human happiness.

There is, in addition, a moral obligation* We are all

citizens of-this planet, and what ha'ppens to our fellow-citizens

must be the concern of us allo I think in particular of the

two-thirds of our fellow-citizens who live in poverty and without

hope* I think also of the peoples of the drought-stricken

Sudano-Sahelian region of West Africa, which I have just visited0

Through no fault of their ovn , these people have a tragic

existence. Many nations - notably the United States - give

generously, either in the form of bilateral or multilateral aid

channelled through the United Nations. But, compared with the

scale of the problem, it is not enough. The total budget of

UNICEF, for example, is less - much less - than $1OO million

a year. This seems a lot of money,until one recalls that

UNICEF helps some 8OO million children.

One of the most heartening and rewarding aspects of working

at the United Nations is that this sense of moral obligation ~

among individuals is so widespread. In the billon-dollar

United Nations relief programme for Bangladesh - which literally

saved that new nation from widespread disaster - most of the

funds came from governments. But over $100 million came from
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voluntary organizations, financed in large part by the

contributions from poor people. There is, in our experience,

an enormous reservoir of goodwill and eagerness to help the

United Nations all over the world, and I often feel that this

is not appreciated by the leaders of the mass media, partic-

ularly in the United States.

For, I am told often about American "disillusionment" and

"indiffernece" in the United Nations, and yet I also see the

enormously successful and ever-expanding Model United Nations

programmes; I also see the great volume of requests -for

speakers from the Secretariat and Delegations for colleges,

schools, and citizens' associations. I also see much real

understanding of our problems, our frustrations, our achievements

and our endeavours in this country. •

"The U,N." is, as I have said, many things. It engages

in many activities which appear to have little relevance to

the individual citizen, and yet, when one looks harder at them,

one realises that this is not so. This year, for example, we

liave two major United Nations Conferences - on the Law of the

Sea and on Population. Both present very great and complex

problems; we do not delude ourselves that we shall resolve

them swiftly. But what happens in each of these conferences

can have a very substantial long-term effect on the individual

citizen, and could, in one way, or another, affect his life

considerably.
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Ladies and gentlemen0 The world has changed much since

1945. The United Nations, reflecting those vast revolutions,

has also changed greatly. But our fundamental purpose remains

to prevent war, to provide international order instead of

international anarchy, and to work for real and lasting human

progress. These are great ambitions, and their achievement

will be a long and arduous business. But we know, only too

well, what are the alternatives. "The U.N.", in any of its

forms and activities, can only advance if it has not only the

understanding and sympathy, but also the active commitment of

the individual citizen. Because, in the final analysis, it is

his world we are working for.

I thank you very much for taking the time and trouble to

come here, and I hope that you find your visit a rewarding one.
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DRAFT MESSAGE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE THIRTIETH SESSION

OF THE ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST, COLOMBO,

SRI LANKA, 27 March 1974.

I am glad to have this opportunity to send you my very best

wishes for the success of the thirtieth session of the Economic

Commission for Asia and the Far East. I should like to express

particular gratitude to the Government of the Republic of Sri

Lanka, which is hosting this session. I am confident that the

spirit of dedication in which you meet and the leadership and

experience provided by the new Executive Secretary, Mr. Maramis,

will greatly contribute towards promoting the development of the

region.

At the international level, the past year has witnessed

several encouraging trends. After long years of seemingly

unending conflict, so wasteful of human life and precious

resources, the efforts made by the United Nations to achieve

peace and stability have at least begun to bear fruit. But a

number of old problems still remain, and to them have been added

some formidable new ones. The tragic problems of over-population,

mass poverty, food shortages and deterioration of the human

environment, together with the ever-increasing gap between rich

and poor, continue to confront us. These problems have become

severely aggravated by two new factors, the energy crisis and

spiralling inflation. The difficulties facing development have

thus become gravely intensified.
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During its previous session, your Commission decided to

review its role within the rapidly changing economic and

social situation, in order to enhance its effectiveness in

serving the peoples of the region. All of us in the United

Nations system have warmly welcomed the measures already taken

by your Commission.aimed at growth, employment, wider appli-

cation of social justice, local initiative and creativity and

a sense of self-reliance. It is also a matter of deep

satisfaction that the thirtieth session of ECAFE intends to

deliberate upon its new look within -the framework of the

International Development Strategy of the United Nations Second

.Development Decade and upon the need for ensuing restructuring

of its activities, as well as to focus attention on certain

priority areas to meet the challenges.

ECAFE, as the regional arm of the United Nations in Asia,

has over the years developed close working relationships with

other United Nations global bodies and the specialised agencies.

This partnership has led to the establishment of several co-

ordinated significant regional and sub-regional programmes.

I am confident that even closer co-operation will be forthcoming

from your deliberations which will improve the delivery of

assistance to the countries through the United Nations system.

The international situation, although serious in many

areas, gives us real grounds for hoping that we may be entering

a new era of relaxation of tensions between nations. The
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physical and political interdependence of mankind is the major

reality of our time, and any proposals which ignore this simple

but vital fact cannot hope to succeed. I am sure that the

Commission will approach its tasks in a spirit of co-operation

and realism.

I send you my best wishes for a very successful session

and assure the Commission of my warmest support for its

endeavours.



T TELEVISION STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL,

TO BE RECORDED ON 8 MARCH, AND ISSUED ON 21 MARCH 1974

Today, 21 March, is the anniversary of the tragedy of

Sharpeville, and it has been established by the United Nations

as International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimi-

nation0 The purpose of doing this was to remind us annually

of an evil which daily afflicts so many of our fellow-citizens

of the world.

Although we have made much progress in our task of ending

racial discrimination, much remains to be done. We still see

many areas of the world where racial prejudice still persists,

and creates bitterness and misery.

Racial discrimination - ̂ J-whatever form it takes, or where-

ever it occurs - is in itself wrong. It is wholly contrary to

the spirit of our times. It is in defiance of all standards of

decent relations between human beings. But it is also a danger

to peace, and a barrier against the social progress for which all

mankind yearns.

Last December, the United Nations proclaimed a ten-year

programme'to eliminate this evil, and to work together towards

a true and lasting racial harmony between all peoples.

So, on this day, let us dedicate ourselves vigorously to

playing our full part, as.—indaryĵ aa-bey to ensure that this goal
•„»,,., -'

will be achieved.
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PROJET DE DECLARATION TELEVISES DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL

A L'OCCASION DE LA JOURNEE INTERNATIONALE

POUR L'ELIMINATION DE LA DISCRIMINATION RACIALE

(Enregistrement le 8 mars et distribution le 21 mars 1974)

C'est aujourd'hui, en ce 21 mars, 1'anniversaire de

la tragedie de Sharpeville et c'est cette date que les

Nations Unies ont choisie pour celebrer la Journee

Internationale pour I1Elimination de la Discrimination

Raciale. L'objectif de ce choix etait de nous rappeler

chaque annee le mal qui afflige de faqon quotidienne tant

de citoyens dans le monde entier.

Bien que nous ayons fait beaucoup.de progres dans

notre combat centre la discrimination raciale, il reste

encore beaucoup a faire. Nous observons encore dans

de nombreuses regions du monde que le prejuge racial

subsiste et qu'il engendre amertume et misere.

La discrimination raciale, quelle que soit la

forme qu'elle assume et quel que soit 1'endroit ou

elle sevit, est en elle-mSme mauvaise. Elle est

totalement contraire a lfesprit de notre temps.

Elle est un defi lance aux normes. qui regissent des

relations decentes entre les etres humains. Elle

constitue, egalement, un danger pour la paix et un

obstacle au progres social auquel toute 1'humanite

aspire..

En decembre dernier, les Nations Unies ont

approuve un programme de dix annes pour eliminer ce

fleau et pour collaborer a la realisation d'une harmonie

raciale reelle et durable entre tous les peuples.

Aussi en ce jour, consacrons-nous avec vigueur

a faire tout ce que nous pouvons pour assurer que cet

objectif sera atteint.



6. Marz 1974

Der 21. Marz 1st der Jahrestag der TragSdie von

Sharpeville. Er wird von den Vereinten Nationen als

intemationaler Tag der Beseitigung rassischer Dis-

kriminierung begangen, urn uns alljahrlich an das Dbel

zu erinnern, von dem noch immer zahlreiche unserer

Mitmenschen betroffen sind.

Obwohl wir in unseren Bemuhungen, die rassische

Diskriminierung zu beseitigen, betrachtliche Fortschritte

verzeichnen kbnnen, steht uns noch eine grosse Aufgabe
?

bevor. Weiterhin herrschen in vielen Regionen der Welt

rassische Vorurteile, die Verbitterung und Elend schaffen.

Rassische Diskriminierung - welche Form immer Sie

annehmen und wo.immer sie vorkommen mag - muss verurteilt

werden. Sie steht im volligen Gegensatz zum Geist unserer

Zeit. Sie ist eine Verneinung der Grundlage aller mensch-

lichen Beziehungen, ein Hindernis fur den sozialen Fort-

schritt und daruber hinaus auch eine Gefahr fUr den FrMen.

Im vergangenen Dezember haben die Vereinten Nationen

ein Programm zur Beseitigung dieses tDbels beschlossen und

zur Zusammenarbeit.aufgerufen, um echte und dauerhafte

Eintracht \inter den verschiedenen Rassen der Menschheit zu

erreichen.

Wir wollen uns am heutigen Tage dazu verpflichten, mit

alien unseren Kraften fUr die Erreichung dieses Zieles

zu arbeiten.
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DRAFT TELEVISION. STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL,,

TO BE RECORDED ON 8 MARCH, AND ISSUED ON 21 MARCH 1974

Today, 21 March, is the anniversary of the tragedy of

Sharpeville, and it has been established by the United Nations

as International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimi-

nation. The purpose of doing this was to remind us annually

of an evil which daily afflicts so many of our fellow-citizens

of the world.

Although we have made much progress in our task of ending

racial discrimination, much remains to be done. We still see

many areas of the world where racial prejudice still persists,

and creates bitterness and misery.

Racial discrimination - in whatever form it takes, or where-

ever it occurs - is in itself wrong. It is wholly contrary to

the spirit of our times. It is in defiance of all standards of

decent relations between human beings. But it is also a danger

to peace, and a barrier against the social progress for which all

mankind yearns.

Last December, the United Nations proclaimed a ten-year

programme to eliminate this evil, and to work together towards

a true and lasting racial harmony between all peoples.

So, on -this day, let us dedicate ourselves vigorously to

playing our full part, as individuals, to ensure that this goal

will be achieved.



Erklarung dca CeneralsekretSrs aa 21. F.arz (Internationaler Tag

fUr die Uberwindung von Raasendiakrininierung)

Dieser Tag, "der 21. r.'arz, 1st von den Vereinten Kationen zua

Internotionalen Tag fUr die L'berwindung von Rassendiakrininie-rung

bestinnit worden. An die-sez. Tags gedenken wir der Trag'ddie von

Sharpeville, die ii a*s Sjr/bol fUr das Unsenpchliche in rnnsischer
.'•< ~t

Ungerechtigkeit bee-^v-.gncl»ict. Sic erinncrt uns auch daran, daas

es Kis wciterhin entschlossener BecUhungen bedarf, UE Massen-

diskrieinierung endlich aus dec usenschlichen Dasein zu bannen.

Trotz nsancher Icrbesserungen 1-eiden viele Kitaenschen iriaer noch

unter der Verletzung ikarr ihrer fundanentalen Kenschenrechte durch

solche Verhaltensvrciaen ur±d \aasnahcen.

In den dreissig Jahrcn ihres Eestehena habcn die Vereintcn

Nationen eine fUhrende Rolle in Kacpf gegcn diese Form von Dis-

kriiainierung Ubernoaaen, nicht nur, inden sie den Grundsatz der

Gleichheit aller E-.enschen vertreten haben, sondern auch dadurch,

dass aie unernUdlich// Druck zur Verwirklichicng dieises Prinzips

iaa taf lichen MizgaEg mitnienachlichen Ungang ausgeUbt haben. !>«**-

Die draaatische Seschleunigung des Entkolonisicrungsprozcases, .

in deiE die Vereinten Nationen entscheidend nitgewirkt haben,

und die Erfolge in der iler.atellung Eisktar xiszzE wahrer Rassen-

hareionie zeigen den v/ert dieser BeiaUhungen. RaaaendiakriEinicrung

kann jedoch nicht allein auf gesetzgeberischen V/ege Ubcrwunden

werden, KZK ssssmisHE diese r- ethodc von zentraler Eedeutung iat.

Die Quelle - und darus: auch die Ubervrindung - dieses Vorurteils

flndet sich' in Kerz 'und Sinn der einzelnen I'enschen. In dipceci

rufekt 1st jeder von uns in diesen I-.'acpf verwickelt. Hassen-

ng ist eiu I'bel, das v/ir"iri°uns als auch in der

scnschlichen Gesellschaft besiegcn atlssen und k'dnnen. Die Vereinten

it'ationen ben'dtigen den aktiven Ein^atz von jedea^^inzelnen.

Ich rufe Sie alls an diesen Tage dazu auf, das grosse Ziel der

Rassengleichheit, fUr das sich die Kitgliedstaaten der Vereinten



Nationen eingssetzt haben, voll und ganz zu unterstUtzen.
f

In der Erinnerung an Sharpcville wollen wir hemte unseren |

Slick in die Zukunft lenken, so case die Denk- und Vernal tens- I

veise,. die -zu jensr Trap'ddie gefUhrt itar*, Ubervunden warden kann. [
^ £*Y\ fDenn ohno aitr.enschliches VerstSndnis zwischen 'verschiedenen Vb'lkern ;

und Rassen k'dnnen wir unsere Vision eines usifassenden V/eltfriedens ;

nicht verwirklichcn.



Ruadfunk - ErklSrung des CeneralEskretSrs am 21. liarz (Internationaler Tag

fUr die Uberwindung von Rassendiskricinierung)

Dieser Tag,' der 21. i-.arz, 1st von den Vereinten Kationen ZUE

Internationalen Tag fUr die Uberwindung von Rassendiskriniinierung

bestinait worden. An diesem Tage gedenken wir der Trag'dcie von

Sharpeville. die ii ais Symbol fUr das Unsenschliche in rassischer
J-4-t

Dngercchti^keit beg»toh9n-Jleibt. Sic erinncrt uns auch daran, dass

es KZK weiterhin entschlossener BenUhungen bsdarf, urn Hassen-

diakriainisrunc endlich aus dec cienschlichen Dasein zu bannen.

Trotz mancher lorbesserungen 1-eiden viele Kitmenscheri ir.mer noch

! unter der Yerletzung ikxir ihrer fundanentalen Kenschenrechte durch

• solche Verhaltensweisen und Kassnahcien.

! In den dreissig Jahren ihres Bestehens haber, die Vereinten

Nationen eine fUhrende Rolle ia Kanpf gegen diese Torm von Dis-

kridinierung Ubernomajen, nicht nur, indem sic den Grundsatz der

Gleichheit aller Lenschen vertreten haben, sondern auch dadurch,

dass sie unerclldlicii/?^ Druck zur Verwirklichnng dieses prinzips

iia tag-lichen MsgaEg mitmenschlichen Ucgang ausgetlbt haben. !>**-

Die dracatische Beschleunigung des Entkolonisierungsprozcsses,

in dem die Vereinten Uationen entscheidcnd Eiitgewirkt haben,

und die Erfolge in der Ilerstellung EKkiar KksrK wahrer Rasser.-A.
I

:, hareonie zeigen den V/ert dieser Semllhungen. pLassendiskrir.inicrung

kann jedo.ch nicht allein auf gesetzgeberischen V.'ege Ubcrwunden

werden, K±E Hsssia±JBHS diese I1 ethode von zentraler Bedeutung ist.

Die Quell? - und darum auch die Uberv/indung - dieses Vorurteils

findet sich in Herz und Sinn des einzelnen r-"enschen. In diecos

r'ubkt ist jeder von uns in diesen I-;anpf verwickelt. P.csoen-

diskriainicrunf ist ein Ubel, das wirsiri°tine als auch ir. der

scnschlichen Gesellschaft bcsiegen nUrsen und k'dnnen. Die Verointpn

liationen ben'dtigen den aktiven Einsatz von jedea^^inzelnen.

Ich rufe Sie alle an diesen Tage dazu auf, das grosce Ziel der

Raaeengleichheit, fUr das sich die Kitgliodstaaten der Vereinten
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Nationen eingesetzt haben, voll und ganz zu unterstUtzen.

In der Erinnerung an Sharpcville wollen ivir hemte unseren

Blick in die Zukunft lenken, so dass die Dcnk- und Verhaltens-

weise, die zu jc-ner Tra^Sdie gefUhrt ha-fc-, Uberwunden warden kann.

Denn ohnc aitr.enschliches Verstandnis zwischen verschiedencn Vb'lkern

und Rassen k'dnnen wir unsere Vision eines uafassenden V/eltfricdens

nicht verwirklichen.



STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO BE BROADCAST ON

MARCH 21 (INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR THE ELIMINATION OF RACIAL

DISCRIMINATION)

Today, March 21, has been established by the United

Nations as International Day for the Elimination of Racial

Discriminati<Sjflu The occasion marks the anniversary of the

tragedy of Sharpeville, an event which remains as a symbol

of the inhumanity inherent in racial injustice. It also

serves to remind us that determined efforts are still

necessary to eliminate racial discrimination from our midst.

For in spite of much progress, many people still suffer the

violation of their human rights through such practices and

policies.

In the thirty years of its existence, the United Nations

has taken a leadership role in the struggle to end this

discrimination - not only by promoting the principle of

equality between all individuals, but by ceaseless pressure

to ensure that this principle is put into practice. The

dramatic surge of decolonization, in which the United Nations
V

has played a major part, and the successful attempts to

establish true racial__liarmony, demonstrate the value of

these efforts. But racial discrimination cannot be



countered by legislation alone - vitally important though

this is. The source of this prejudice lies in the minds

and hearts of individual men and women - and so does its

elimination. Thus, we are all involved in this struggle.

Racial discrimination is an evil which we can, and must,

defeat - within ourselves, as well as in society. The United

Nations needs your commitment and involvement. On this

occasion, I appeal to each and every one of you to give your

full support to the great work for racial equality to which

the member-states of the United Nations have dedicated

themselves.

Today, in remembering Sharpeville, let us look to the

future, so that the underlying attitudes which created that

tragedy can be eliminated. Because, without harmony and

understanding between peoples of different races and colour,

our goal of a world truly at peace cannot be realised.
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INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR ELIMINATION OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

• - Following is the text of a statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim •
at the meeting today of the Special Committee on Apartheid in observance of
the International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination:

Today, 21 March, is a most solemn occasion for the international community.
It reminds us that racial discrimination, one of the most cruel and contemptible
forms of human injustice, still oppresses millions of people. We recall, also,
the Sharpeville tragedy — an incident which focussed attention on the problem
of racism and strengthened the resolve of the international community to take
political steps to eliminate this evil not only in South Africa but wherever
it may exist. For while the evil of apartheid presents racial discrimination
in a particularly harsh form, it is unfortunately the case that discrimination
based on race — and especially on colour — prevails also in other parts of
the world. We know that wherever the problem exists, it presents a barrier to
social and economic progress, to the development of co-operation and under-
standing among peoples and nations, and to the maintenance of peace.

Of course the question of racial discrimination is not a new concern of
the United Nations. Under the Charter, the Organization is dedicated to
achieve and maintain the dignity and worth of the human person and the equal
rights of man and woman.

In the years since the establishment of our Organization, a series of
legal and political instruments have given expression to the principles
enumerated"in the Charter and in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
While these developments have assured for many people the basic conditions
necessary for self-development, unfortunately, others still remain the victims
of discrimination based on race. But the problem of racial discrimination,
like so many other problems of United Nations concern,will remain as long as the
political will to translate principles into action is lacking.

The theme of the Decade to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination,
proclaimed by the General Assembly, is the creation of racial harmony. It
is our task to sustain and strengthen the international efforts already
initiated to this end. While we should not have any illusions about the size

(more)
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and complexity of the task that still faces us, there have been some
encouraging signs. We have seen the development of a new international
conscience; the realization that injustice and discrimination, wherever it
occurs and in whatever form it takes, is the concern of all. It was this
spirit of universal concern which inspired the establishment of this day as
the International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. It also
inspired the proclamation by the General Assembly of a detailed programme
over the next decade to promote harmonious relations between all races on the
basis of equality.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, the purpose of this anniversary
is to ensure that we do not forget that racial discrimination is one of the
most grave and persistent of all afflictions which burden mankind. Let us
dedicate ourselves again, and with renewed determination, to the elimination
of this evil from the world.

*** *



SPEECH BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL COMMEMORATING THE ... '; >,• - • ' *
INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR THE ELIMINATION OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

Today. 21 March, is a most solemn occasion for the international
' .

•
community. It reminds us that racial discrimination, one of the most

cruel and contemptible forms of human injustice^ still oppresses

millions of people* We recall, also, the Sharpeville tragedy - an

incident which focused attention on the problem of racism and

strengthened the resolve of the international community to take

political steps to eliminate this evil not only in South Africa

but wherever it may exist. For while the evil of apartheid

presents racial discrimination in a particularly harsh form, it

is unfortunately the case that discrimination based on race -
oMo^

and especially on colour - prevai 1 s/in tssaef other parts of the world.
Vlf^

We know that whever the problem exists, it presents a barrier to

social and economic progress, the development of co-operation

and understanding among peoples and nations, and to the maintenance

of peace.

Of course the question of racial discrimination is not a new

concern of the United Nations. Under the Charter, the Organization

is dedicated to achieve and maintain the dignity and worth of the

-human person and the equal rights of man and woman.

.In the years since the establishment of our Organization a

series 6f legal and political instruments have given expression

to the principles enumerated in the Charter and in the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights. While these developments have

assxtred for many people the basic conditions necessary for self-
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development, unfortunately, others still remain the victims of

discrimination based on race. But the.problem of racial

discrimination, like so many other problems'-of United Nations

concern will remain as long as the political will to translate

principles -into action is lacking.

The theme of the Decade to Combat Racism and Racial

Discrimination, proclaimed by the General Assembly, is the

creation of racial harmony. It is our task to sustain and

strengthen the international efforts already initiated to this

end. While we should not have any illusions about the size

and complexity of the task that still faces us, there have

been some encouraging signs. We have seen the development

of a new .international conscience; the realization that injustice

and discrimination, wherever it occurs and in whatever form it

takes, is the concern of all. It was this spirit of universal

concern which inspired the establishment of this day as the

International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.

It also inspired the proclamation by the General Assembly of a

detailed programme over the next decade to promote harmonious

relations between all races on the basis of equality.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, the purpose of this

anniversary is to ensure that we do not forget that racial

discrimination is one of the most grave and persistent of all

afflictions which burden mankind. Let us dedicate ourselves again,

and with renewed determination, to the elimination of this evil

from the world. . ^



DRAFT SPEECH BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL COMMEMORATING THE

INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR THE ELIMINATION OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

Today, 21 March, is a most solemn occasion for the international

community. It reminds us that racial discrimination, one of the most

cruel and contemptible forms of human injustice, still oppresses millions

of people^in many parfg nf. 1rhn-iWP*pM. We recall, also, the Sharpville
f-

tragedy - an incident which focused attention on the problem of racism

and strengthened the resolve of the international community to take

political steps to eliminate this evil not only in South Africa but

also in the world at large. For ve know that whever the problem exists,

it presents a barrier to social and economic progress, the development

of co-operation and understanding among peoples and nations and to

the maintenance of peace.

Of course the question of racial discrimination is not a new

concern of the United Nations. Under the Charter, the Organization

is dedicated to achieve and maintain the dignity and worth of the

human person and the equal rights of man and woman.

In the years since the establishment of our Organization a series

of legal and political instruments have given expression to the principles

enumerated in the Charter and in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

While these developments have assured for many people the basic conditions

necessary for self-development, unfortunately, others still remain the

victims of discrimination based on race. But the problem of racial dis-

crimination, like so many other problems of United Nations concern will

remain as long as the political will to translate principles into action

is lacking.

The theme of ~the Decade to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination,

proclaimed by the General Assembly, is the creation of raciaD. harmony. It



is our task to sustain and strengthen the international efforts already

initiated to this end. While we should not have any illusions about

the size and complexity of the task that still faces us, there have

been some encouraging signs. We have seen the development of a new

international conscience; the realization that injustice and discrimination,

wherever it occurs and in whatever form it takes, is the concern of all.

It was this spirit of universal concern which inspired the establishment

of this day as the International Day for the Elimination of Racial

Discrimination. It also inspired the proclamation by the General Assembly

of a detailed programme over the next decade to promote harmonious

relations between all races on the basis of equality.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, the purpose of this anniversary

is to ensure that we eLo not forget that racial discrimination is one of
n̂s£fivb/*

the most grave and persistent of allpwhich burden mankind. Let us

dedicate ourselves again, and with renewed determination, to the

elimination of this evil from the world.
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Bear at* Jack,

It gives me groat pleasure to enclose a message from
the Secretary-General to the International Preparatory
Committee of the Second World Conference on Religion and

' "

i would lilse to add lay personal good wishes for the
success of the meeting, and of the Conference itself*

Yours sincerely,

Robert IthoSes James
Principal Officer

» Homer A.
World Conference on Religion

... and'Peace - '
777 United Stations

»*Tf * 10017



MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS,

MR. KURT WALDHEIM, TO THE INTERNATIONAL PREPARATORY COMMITTEE

OF THE SECOND WORLD CONFERENCE ON RELIGION AND PEACE, LOUVAIN,

BELGIUM, 18 March 1974

I am very glad that the most successful, indeed, historic,

World Conference on Religion and Peace, held in Kyoto in 1970,

is to be repeated, and I send you my most warm good wishes in

your important work.

The Kyoto Conference fulfilled an old and important desire

for religious leaders from all over the world to meet together

to discuss the central issues facing mankind. The real signifi-

cance of Kyoto was that the Conference was held at all, and that

the topics were not specifically those of religion but were the

dominant problems which we confront, and the application of

religion to them.

Although these problems are many, and are serious, it is

intensely heartening to us in the United Nations that so many

people of completely different national, ethnic, and religious

backgrounds should be concerned with them, and are so eager to

work together for better understanding. We must never lose our

belief that man can and must resolve his difficulties as a citizen

of this planet with a responsibility for his fellow-citizens - in

the words-of the Kyoto Conference Message: "A conviction of the

fundamental unity of the human family, and the equality and

dignity of all human beings."

I send you my very best wishes for the success of your

important work for world peace and human progress.
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DRAFT MESSAGE FROM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE INTERNATIONAL

PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE SECOND WORLD CONFERENCE ON RELIGION

AND PEACE, LOUVAIN, BELGIUM, 18 March 1974

I am very glad that the most successful, indeed, historic,

World Conference on Religion and Peace, held in Kyoto in 197O,

is to be repeated, and I send you my most warm good wishes in

your important work.

The Kyoto Conference fulfilled an old and important desire

for religious leaders from all over the world to meet together

to discuss the central issues facing mankind. The real

significance of Kyoto was that the Conference was held at all,

and that the topics were not specifically those of religion

but were the dominant problems which we confront, and the

application of religion to them.

Although these problems are many, and are serious, it is

intensely heartening to us in the United Nations that so many

people of completely different national,, ethnic, and religious

backgrounds should be concerned with them, and are so eager to

work together for better understanding. We must never lose
L «re

"bur belief that man can and must resolve his difficulties as

a citizen of this planet with a responsibility for his fellow-

citizens - in the words of the Kyoto Conference Message : "A

conviction of the fundamental unity of the human family, and

the equality and dignity of all human beings."

I send you my very best wishes for the success of your

important work for world peace and human progress.
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MESSAGE BY SECRETARY-GENERAL FOR INTERNATIONAL DAY

FOR ELIMINATION OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION, 21 MARCH

The following message has been recorded for television by Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheim in connexion with this year's observance of the
International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, 21 March:

Today, 21 March, is the anniversary of the tragedy of Sharpeville, and
it has been established by the United Nations as International Day for the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination. The purpose of doing this was to
remind us annually of an evil which daily afflicts so many of our fellow-
citizens of the world.

Although we have made much progress in our task of ending racial
discrimination, much remains to be done. ¥e still see many areas of the
world where racial prejudice still persists, and creates bitterness and misery.

Racial discrimination — in whatever form it takes, or wherever it
occurs — is in itself wrong. It is wholly contrary to the spirit of our
times. It is in defiance of all standards of decent relations between human
beings. But it is also a danger to peace, and a barrier against the social
progress for which all mankind yearns.

Last December, the United Nations proclaimed a 10-year programme to
eliminate this evil, and to work together towards a true and lasting racial
harmony between all peoples.

So, on this day, let us dedicate ourselves vigorously to ensure that
this goal will be achieved.

* *#* *
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MESSAGE OF SECRETARY -GENERAL TO GOVERNING COUNCIL

OF UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME

Following is the text of a message by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheira
to the second session of the Governing Council of the United Nations
Envirorimerr Programme (TJfffiP.)., whic.h opened today at its headquarters in
..Nairobi, F.enya« Tne -message was read by Maurice Strong, UNEP Executive
''Director. . ,

I very much regret that I am unable to be present at this historic
occasion — the first meeting in Nairobi of the Environment Programme's
governing body. This event particularly demonstrates tne results of the warm
and POB; r;ive co-operation which the United Nations has received from President
Kenya -eta personally, and from the Government and people of Kenya, and for
which we are deeply grateful,

the United Nations first became concerned in the problems of the
human environment the fear was expressed that the interests and concerns of
the developing count riet. might not receive priority. But one of the most
remark-ible features of the preparatory work for the Stockholm Conference was
the increasing realization that the major problems we face are common to all
mankind and can only be met and resolved on a global basis. Furthermore, it
became clear that there need be no clash between the urgent priorities of
development and the environment.

The essential task is how we can meet the requirements of today without
harming the interests and needs of future generations. We can already see
certain trends which, if they are not changed, could cause long-term damage.
We can also see that reckless use of finite natural resources, without thought
for the future, can have only one result . And we know that the scourges of
disease, hunger, poverty and illiteracy are not confined to any one nation,
any one region, or any one continent .

The United Nations took up this truly formidable task in a mood of
realism, but also in a spirit of co-operation and a sense of common interest
which gave a special meaning and importance to the Stockholm Conference.
That spirit has endured and must never be lost if we are to make real progress
in the work which lies before us .

(more)
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The Council has a considerable agenda. It will appreciate the
difficulties of establishing a new Secretariat .unit, and I know that it will
fully recognize the energy and skill of the Executive Director,
Mr, Maurice Strong, and the Secretariat. In sending you my best wishes, I
am confident that the Council will address itself to its task in that spirit
of co-operation which has brought us so far.

*
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R«'-N<>- 8 January 1974 •

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,

The second session of the Governing Council of the
United Nations Environment Programme will be held from
11 March 1974 at 3 p.m. to 22 March 1974. This will mark
the first time that the Governing Council meets at the
new UNSP headquarters in Nairobi. We are also inviting
President Jomo Kenyatta to address the participants in
the session at a welcoming ceremony to be held in the
morning of 11 March. On that occasion, I, my UWEP colleagues
and the members of the Governing Council would be greatly
honoured if you could include a visit to UTTEP on your forth-
coming trip to Africa and open the second session of the
Council.

I sincerely hope that it will be possible for you to
be with us on this important occasion.

Yours sincerely,

Maurice F. Strong
Executive Director

Mr. Kurt Waldheim
Secretary-General
of the United Nations

United Nations
New York
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SECRETARY-GENERAL FROM STROM6 REURTEL. DISTRESSED AT JACKSON

DECISION WHICH CREATES DIFFICULT SITUATION RESPECT OF CONFERENCE

•PREPARATIONS AS THIS URGENTLY REQUIRES THE ATTENTIOWAND DIRECTION
\

.THAT ONLY A SECRETARY GENERAL CAN PROVIDE. IB MY VIEW THIS WILL BE

Oi$E OF THE MOST DIFFICULT CONFERENCES UNATIONS HAS EVER ORGANIZED AND

WILL REQUIRE EXCEPTIONAL ORGANIZING SKILLS AS WELL AS INTIMATE AND

THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE' OF UHATIOWS SYSTEM. EXPOSITION ASPECT OF

CONFERENCE OM WHICH ITS SUCCESS DEPENDS WILL REQUIRE MAXIMUM EFFORT

STARTING IMMEDIATELY WHICH IN SW VIEW NECESSITATES EARLIEST POSSIBLE

DECISION ON A SECRETARY GENERAL WITH THE REQUISITE QUALITIES WHO

WOULD BE AVAILABLE TO ASSURE LEADERSHIP ALMOST IMMEDIATELY. AS YOU

KNOW HAD NUMBER OF PROMISING CANDIDATES TO SUGGEST LAST SALL BEFORE

YOUR SUGGESOIOH OF JACKSON WHICH SEEMED EMINENTLY SUITABLE FROM ALL

POINTS OF VIEW BUT MOW BELIEVE SHOULD GIVE FIRST CONSIDERATIVN TO

SMALLER LIST OF THOSE WHOSE ACCEPTABILITY TO ALL

CONCERNED AMD AVAILABILITY CAN BE MOST QUICKLY ESTABLISHED. IN THIS

REGARD TOO OF THE BEST POSSIBILITIES WE HAD BIARLIER CONSIDERED ARE

HEWRIK BEER OF SWEDEN, SECRETARY GDNERAL OF THE INTERNATIONAL

REDCROSS SOCIETIES WHO IS KNOWN TO YOU AMD BERNARD CHIDZERO,

:RHQ0ESIAfi) WITH UK PASSPORT, DIRECTOR COMMODITIES DlVIs7oNT~U8CTAD.

FQR'PhWITHIN m SYSTEM GOOD POSSIBILITY WOULD BE STIG ANDERSEN,
.' ' .—»——-*, _ __ ____ __>•

DMISH, PRESENTLY PERHAPS SOMEWHAT UNDER-UTILIZED . IN HIS POSITION



AS DEPUTY DIRECTOR U&JDP BUREAU FOR EUROPE, MEDITERRANEAN AMD MIDEAST.

ALSO AS YOU KWOW SENATOR HELENA BENITEZ OF PHILIPPINES WHO WAS

••CHAIRMAN HUMAN SETTLEMENTS COMMITTEE, STOCKHOLM CONFERENCE AMD WOW
HEADS'UP INTERIM SECRETARIAT WHICH HAS DOME PLASSIW6 AMD

PREPARATION FOR CONFERENCE TO PATE* BENITEZ HAS GREAT INTEREST 'AS
WELL AS SIGNIFICANT SUPPORT IM PARTICULAR AMONG THE DEVELOPING

"COUNTRIES, ALTHOUGH CANADIANS HAVE STHOMG RESERVATIONS.
NEVERTHELESS I BELIEVE SHE HAS PERFORMED WELL TODATE AMD HAS STRONG
CLAIM TO CONSIDERATION PARTICULARLY VISAVIS AMY CANDIDATES WHO ARE

CLEARLY NOT BETTER QUALIFIED FOR THE POST EITHER IN TERMS OF

SUBSTANTIVE OR UNA?IONS EXPERIENCE. ALSO HAVE EXTREMELY GOOD

CANDIDATE IN OUR OWN ORGANIZATION IN~ PAUL BE1RTHOUD, SWISS NATIONAL
t ^ , - - — - . „ - .

ASP-DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENT FUND WHO I BELIEVE WOULD BE EMINENTLY

SATISFACTORY TO CANADIANS AND HAS MY FULL CONFIDENCE THAT HE COULD

CARRY OUT THE RESPONSIBILITIES ADMIRABLY. DESPITE FACT THAT HIS

LEAVING WOULD CHEATS SIGNIFICANT GAP IN OOR OWN ORGANIZATION WOULD

MOCH PREFER TO BEAR THIS DIFFICULTY THAT FACE PROSPECT OF HAVffiG '•'=
J,t" ,*£*

LESS QUALIFIED PERSON IN THE POST OF CONFERENCE SECRETARY GENERAL '^

IN VIEW'OF 'IMPORTANCE ATTACHING TO IT, ONLY NEGATIVE CONSIDERATION ;
_.** .".»-5, • tj ' *

ANYONE MIGHT RAISE HE BERT.HOUD WOBLD'"BE THAT HE WOULD NOT BRHJG A "~

is?IDE PUBLIC REPUTATION TO THE POST BOX ISf MY VIEW THIS MUCH
*•*«**

IP1PORTANT THAN OTHER QUALIFICATIONS. ALSO BELIEVE BERTHOUD WIGHT

ACCEPT POST ON BASIS OF'REMAIN IMS' TWO LEVEL WITH SPECIAL POST

ALLOWANCE TO BRING REMUNERATION TO ASG LEVEL,

IF YOU WISH TO CGNSIDEK ADDITIONAL PROSPECTS WOULD LIKE

OPPORTUNITY SUBMIT FURTHER NAMES OF PEOPLE WELL QUALIFIED BUT AS TO

WHICH HAVE LESS IMP1EADIATE KNOWLEDGE AS TO POSSIBLE INTEREST AND

AVAILABILITY WITHIN THE TIME REQUIRED,
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DRAFT MESSAGE OP THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE SECOND SESSION

OF THE GOVERNING COUNCIL OF THE UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT

PROGRAMME, Nairobi, Kenya, 11 March 1974.

I very much regret that I am unable to be present at

this historic occasion - the first meeting in Nairobi of the

Environment Programme's governing body. This event partic-

ularly demonstrates the results of the warm and positive co-

operation which the United Nations has received from President

Kenyatta personally, and from the Government and people of

Kenya, and for which we are deeply grateful.

When the United Nations first became concerned in the

problems of the human environment,the fear was expressed that

the interests and concerns of the developing countries might

not receive priority. But one of the most remarkable features

of the preparatory work for the Stockholm Conference was the

increasing realisation that the major problems we face are

common to all mankind and can only be met and resolved on a

global basis. Furthermore, it became clear that there need

be no clash between the urgent priorities of development and

the environment.

The essential task is how we can meet the requirements of

today without harming the interests and needs of future
~̂

generations. We can already see certain trends which, if they

are not changed, could cause long-term damage. We can also



see that reckless use of finite natural resources, without

thought for the future, can have only one result. And we

know that the scourges of disease, hunger, poverty and

illiteracy are not confined to any one nation, any one region,

or any one continent„

The United Nations took up this truly formidable task in

a mood of realism, but also in a spirit of co-operation and

a sense of common interest which gave a special meaning and

importance to the Stockholm Conference. That spirit has

endured and must never be lost if we are to make real progress

in the work which lies before us.

The Council has a considerable agenda. It will appreciate

the difficulties of establishing a new Secretariat unit, and I

know that it will fully recognise the energy and skill of the

Executive Director and the Secretariat. In sending you my

best wishes, I am confident that the Council will address itself

to its task in that spirit of realism and co-operation which has

brought us so far.


